Autoregressive spectral filter studies on the sensorimotor rhythm EEG state variable.
These studies concern the EEG rhythms of the sensory motor cortex in cats. The cat generates a 12H to 16Hz rhythm related to the MU (Rolandic) rhythm in man. The behavioral state required to generate the rhythm in man and the cat requires complete immobility and alertness. The MU rhythm in man centers around 9Hz and in the cat at 12Hz to 16Hz. This rhythm is used in the biofeedback training for the treatment of intractable seizures in man. It has also been used (12 Hz to 16 Hz) experimentally in animals. It is necessary to enhance the MU rhythm and simultaneously depress the seizure activity. Our interest has been to detect and enhance the SMR rhythm (12 H to 16 Hz) in the cat. We found that when it is enhanced it also enhances the amplitude of auditory evoked potentials in other brain regions.